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The previous two papers demonstrate some of the remarkable possibilities open to materials researchers using synchrotron techniques. From an experimental standpoint, the insight into critical, and previously impenetrable, deformation and transformation mechanisms is second to none. The in situ nature of much of the work enables an easier interpretation than traditional post-mortem studies where the interplay between and relative chronological sequence of events can be difficult, and sometimes impossible to interpret and decouple.
An interesting challenge for the beam-line community is how to implement complementary data and techniques derived from the plethora of advanced analytical tools now available. For example, understanding how twodimensional surface studies of strain heterogeneity during loading via digital image correlation relate to three-dimensional bulk measurements possible in the synchrotron is a vital but non-trivial task. In such cases, it is interesting to note that information required to understand such correlations is also fundamental in underpinning our knowledge of material behaviour. In this regard, defining the 'map' required to span the interface between two-and three-dimensional behaviour provides a very constructive framework for both the experimentalist and the modeller.
For crystalline solids, it is clear that dual imaging and diffraction is a key development area. Understanding damage accumulation processes, crack nucleation and short crack growth will improve predictive capability for current materials and provide deep insight for new material design.
At the heart of industrial application of materials is the management of risk associated with the introduction and use of materials in service. These materials may be subjected to hostile thermal, chemical, mechanical and radiation service conditions, often in combination with each other. Through thorough testing of components in such environments, engineers attempt to establish reliable limits of operation. However, service load regimes are frequently complex and may not be well characterized. As such, the ability to have highly searching and flexible experimental tools to address major in-service issues is vital for industry. Diamond has, and will continue to play, a key role in supporting such issues. While such work is normally of a sensitive nature and generally directly funded by industry, journal publication is generally possible if the specific service issue can be decoupled from the generic science.
For years, continuum (macroscopic) stress modelling and methods based on thermodynamic databases have served industry well, and there are many applications for which they will continue to be a key resource. A common issue with these methods, and the data cloud that support them, is the difficulty of extrapolating beyond the datasets. There is a growing recognition that some properties and failures of materials in service frequently cannot be predicted through these approaches. To go further requires the underlying mechanisms involved in these processes to be addressed. This is the essence of physically based modelling. Physically based models explicitly treat the physics and chemistry of materials processes at a mechanistic level, giving greater confidence when they are applied to situations outside existing experience. It is only by understanding mechanistic 'stack up' that optimized materials, and the manufacturing processes that produce them, will be able to evolve from the intelligent empiricism that dominates this field. Facilities such as Diamond clearly have a unique and remarkable role to play in both model development and validation. Given the physically based nature of many current models, this field is generic and provides a stable and long-term platform to drive scientific progress. Some areas in this field provide little 'wiggle room' for the experimentalist or modeller. A prime example of this is phase diagram prediction for materials under extreme conditions, where direct in situ observations can confirm or confound the modeller.
New product introduction in industry is dependent on advances in materials science and engineering. Development in this area is complex owing to the number, and nature, of stakeholders involved. A key feature of these relationships is the critical role academia tends to play; accurate requirement for a beam-line experiment and the interpretation of results in to a 'digestible' form is a crucial aid for the industrial end user. Direct funding of a beamline at Diamond recently by an academic institution highlights the strategic significance of such techniques for the competitiveness and longevity of the research groups and industry alike.
However, despite all the advances in beam-line techniques, it is important to note that the quality and scientific breadth possible for the experimentalist is dependent as much on the experimental apparatus (such as test rigs and furnaces, etc.) in the target stations as the quality of light in the beam-line. The generic nature of much of this capability would suggest that the potential for broad collaboration and networking to maximize use of target station assets is large.
A fascinating question for the material science user community is the required relative balance of capability and capacity in engineering beam-lines. The attraction of cutting-edge technique development will undoubtedly continue to attract researchers into this field and drive their work. However, the volume and importance of high-quality research possible, and indeed required, using current facilities should not be underestimated and it is important that the industrial and societal benefits arising from such activity are clearly identified and publicized by all parties involved.
Given the unparalleled techniques and modelling available to the materials science community, the predominant limitation on progress is the size of our community and our collective intellectual capability. Diamond can address both issues. It is at the pinnacle of materials science in the UK and, in conjunction with its user group, has a critical role to play in attracting young people into science and inspiring them.
